Several commercial solutions allow libraries to provide text messaging reference service. One is Altarama Information Systems, an Australian company that supported one of the first libraries to offer text messaging reference service. Altarama uses redcoal.com, a provider of wireless Internet and mobile messaging products, to provide text messaging numbers and the means to convert SMS messages into e-mail and vice versa. Users send a text to the Library’s dedicated number, the text is converted into an e-mail that appears in the reference desk inbox; the Library replies via e-mail; and the reply is converted back into a text message that is sent to the users’ cell phones. In 2005, the Sims Memorial Library at Southeastern Louisiana University began a “Text-a-Librarian” service using SMS messages into e-mail and vice versa. Users send a text to the Library’s dedicated number, the text is converted into an e-mail that appears in the reference desk inbox; the Library replies via e-mail; and the reply is converted back into a text message that is sent to the users’ cell phones. In spring 2008, East Carolina University’s successful experience started by the University of Virginia Library using its implementation to December 2009. The cost is also very low. The total cost using a pre-established relationship between the university and the telecommunications provider was $340. While these commercial solutions offer robust functionality, a recently developed text message hack works well for many libraries that already offer reference service via AIM. Patrons simply send a text message to 256010 and start the message with the library’s screen name. For instance the text would be typed: “[AIM screen name] what time do you close?” The text message is converted into e-mail and the reply e-mail into a text message was started by the University of Virginia Library using the Canadian company Upside Wireless. Both libraries report that the service costs approximately $2,000 per year.

Another commercial solution, begun in 2008, is called, appropriately enough, Text-a-Librarian. The product allows libraries to establish a Microboard, which is compared to a secure, Web-based, password-protected message board where questions are stored. Patrons text questions to the Microboard using their cell phones. The questions are received via the library’s existing e-mail or IM platform. Replies from the library are then sent to the patrons as a text message. An added value, in addition to the option of receiving messages on either the e-mail or IM platform, is that questions are archived and can be searched. The product also keeps patrons’ phone numbers private. Text-a-Librarian has two pricing options, Standard ($1,200 a year) and Premium ($2,400 a year).

Finally, there is the option for the library to purchase a dedicated cell phone with a text message plan to use for reference service. Text message packages vary, but most cell phone plans provide either unlimited texts, a limited number, or a pay-per-message each billing cycle for a fixed price. These plans usually cost approximately $12 per month for unlimited texts, $5 for 250-500 texts, or $.15 per text. Purchasing a cell phone and text message plan was a solution implemented by librarians at Bryant University in September 2007. It is reported to be very successful, as the library received 420 texts from its implementation to December 2009. The cost is also very low. The total cost using a pre-established relationship between the university and the telecommunications provider was $340.
into an IM and appears in the library's IM window, whether the window is the proprietary AIM platform or one of the open-source, multi-network platforms such as Pidgin or Trillian. Librarians know instantly that the IM is a text message because the patron's screen name appears as his or her cell phone number prefaced by +1. Thus, an IM coming from screen name +11234567890 is easily identified as a text message because the patron's screen name appears as his or her cell phone number prefaced by +1. Thus, an IM coming from screen name +11234567890 is easily identified as a text message. Knowing that a question originated as a text message is important when sending a reply. No special commands are needed; replies to text messages are sent just like those for instant messages. However, librarians should be aware that there is a 160-character limit. Characters exceeding the limit will be omitted.

Thus, longer replies from the library should be broken up into multiple transmissions. If a patron wishes to send another text message in response to a reply, there is no need to preface the message with the library's screen name again.

East Carolina University began offering text message reference service via the screen name “joynerref” in September 2008. Marketing efforts include placement at the top of the Ask-a-Librarian page at http://www.ecu.edu/cs-lib/reference/ask_a_librarian.cfm, an announcement on the library’s home page, and mention by librarians during all instruction sessions. Given the 160 character limit, patrons are advised to keep questions brief and focused. Transcripts are archived along with standard instant messages on a shared network drive. A sample of transcripts appears below with patron telephone numbers omitted.

After the first semester of use, the text message reference service appears to be successful. As of March 2009, the Library had received 120 text messages, including several from repeat users. Users seem to understand that, in a way similar to IM, text message reference service is appropriate for short, quick questions. Students in instruction classes are often pleasantly surprised to learn that they can have basic questions sent from the palm of their hand. Just as e-mail and IM reference have offset recent years of declining in-person reference transactions, perhaps text message reference service can help raise patrons’ awareness of all that libraries can offer in the form of reference service.
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